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ELECTION FORENSICS TOOLKIT v0.1

A GUIDE

Please, note that this is an initial draft designed to demonstrate only the basic functionality of the website, therefore bugs and errors might
happen.  To guarantee you get the full experience with the initial version of the website, please, use the Albania’s data I’ve sent you.

1 STEP: use the link provided in the invitation to access the website (if for some reason you can’t access the website, please,  let me know:
kkalinin@umich.edu).  If for some reason the screen turned grey during your session, it means that something went wrong: to relaunch the
toolkit simply reload the page by pressing on “Reload button” of your browser or highlight application’s address and press “Enter”.
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2 STEP: upload data file for your election forensics analysis (the zip file “AlbaniaData” would contain two folders
“ElectionForensicsAnalysisData” and “ClusterAnalysisData” ).  Click on the tab “Display Data” and choose file to work with: open the folder
“ElectionForensicsAnalysisData” and upload the data file “Albania2013.csv”.
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3 STEP: after the data is uploaded, in the tab “Table” first 30 rows are presented.  Also, you can switch to the tab “Summary” to get the
summary information for the uploaded data.

Select all the candidates for which you want to get election forensics indicators (you can simply delete “All Leaders” option, it restricts analysis
only to the parties with the most votes in a given area as specified by the Level in the next step).  In the Albania’s data C007-C072 variables stand
for the Candidates (most popular are C050 – the Socialist Party of Albania and C035 – Socialist Movement for Integration).  Let’s select C035 as a
candidate.
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4 STEP: Select Level (“Prefectures” stands for the data analysis for each of the prefecture), Select Total Registered (“Registered” – stands for
total number of registered voters in a precinct), Select Total Votes (“Ballots” – stands for total number of ballots casted in a given precinct) ,
check any methods you want to get the estimates for (Klimek’s method – takes up to 5 minutes to compute for one candidate) and click on the
“Start Analysis” button.
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It’ll take some time to compute the results: in the upper right corner the progress bar will be showing you what the state of computations.

5 STEP: All computations are time demanding.  For a small task of 2-3 simulations (which is not a realistic number but is the number used in this
version) for each of the prefectures it takes about 5 minutes.  After all the computations are complete in the tab “Basic Forensics Analysis” you
would find the mean estimates and standard errors (or p-values for the Dip test) in parentheses.
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To save the results on your computer you can click on the “Download Results” button.

The results will be saved in the csv format.
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7 STEP: If you want to display all the election forensics indicators on a map generated using shapefiles, you can do so by selecting tab “Create
Forensics Maps” and highlight all four files that comprise the shapefile (with extensions shp, shx, dbf, prj) for uploading (hold “Shift” while
clicking on all four files).  Note: since we use the level of “Prefectures” and all the election forensics analysis has been produced separately for
the units in each of those areas, we need to upload the geodata for the “Prefectures” level (if our election forensics analysis had been conducted
at the level of “Communes,” then the geodata had to be uploaded at the communes level – the commune level is not meaningful to use for the
Albania data, but it’s also available).   It’ll take about 2-3 minutes to build maps, don’t click on any buttons before all the maps are displayed on
the screen.
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8 STEP: Then click on the “Maps” tab and wait for 2-3 minutes (or longer, if there are too many maps) before you find the maps produced.
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If you want to download the maps in a pdf file just click on the button “Download Maps” and wait for 1-2 minutes.
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9 STEP:  There is another extra feature: if you performed your election forensics analysis in the past, and saved all the results in a csv file, you can
upload all these results later and merge them with the map data.

Let’s try this feature as well. First upload the results from your previous election forensics analysis, and then…
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…jump to “Create Forensics Maps” tab, and choose the appropriate geodata files (even though you’ve chosen them before, you need to redo
this task again).
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10 STEP:  Let’s turn to the geographic clustering analysis of election frauds.  Click on the tab “Create Cluster Maps” and select the batch of all 14
files (7 files of point layer data, 7 files of polygon layer data) from the folder “ClusterAnalysisData”.  Select “Merge Index” as “BashkiaKom”.
Select candidate “C35” and mark “Last Digit (Counts)” as a method of choice. Then click on the “Start Analysis” button.

It takes approximately 5 minutes to produce basic maps with the Albania data.  Don’t do anything before all the maps are displayed on the
screen.
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To save the results on your computer you can click on the “Download Maps” button.

If you have followed through all the steps successfully, then you have experienced all of the features currently implemented in Election Forensics
Toolkit v0.1.


